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DDLS: EXTENDING OPEN HYPERMEDIA SYSTEMS INTO PEER-TO-PEER
ENVIRONMENTS
by Jing Zhou
Peer-to-peer (P2P) computing is primarily characterised by decentralisation, scalability,
anonymity, self-organisation and ad hoc connectivity. It attracted considerable attention
in open hypermedia research due to its potential for supporting collaboration among
a community of people sharing similar knowledge background. The aim of this re-
search is to investigate the feasibility and potential beneﬁts of incorporating the P2P
paradigm in open hypermedia systems to support resource sharing-based collaboration.
This is accomplished by utilising a distributed dynamic link service (DDLS) as a test
bed, addressing issues that arise from implementing the paradigm, and demonstrating
the efﬁciency of proposed techniques through simulation.
This research begins with the development of a prototype DDLS using the open
hypermedia paradigm for storing and presenting resources and a centralised P2P model
which adopts a central service directory for publishing and discovering resources in
a well-arranged environment. This is enhanced by an operational analysis and feature
comparisonbetweenprototypesbasedonthetraditionalclient-serverandthecentralised
P2P models. Various P2P models are analysed to identify the key characteristics of
and requirements for the DDLS using an unstructured P2P model which empowers
collaboration in an ad hoc environment.
The second phase of this research concentrates on overcoming the challenges of
resource description, publishing and discovery posed by the unstructured P2P DDLS:
using RDF to encode information about resources, developing a clustering technique to
group resources and form the information space; and creating a semantic search mecha-
nism to discover resources; respectively. Finally, this research proposes re-organisation
techniques based on the exponential decay function and the naive estimator to enhance
the performance of resource discovery in resource sharing-based collaboration.LIST OF FIGURES vii
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grating with the Web, OHSs allow collaboration on a global scale. Example systems
include Chimera, Hyper-G, DHM and HyperDisco in which users can appreciate the
beneﬁts from both systems.
The client-server and three-tier architectures assume explicit logical separation be-
tween the roles of a server and that of a client, and neglect the circumstances in which
boththe functionalityofa serveranda clientisdesirable possessionofa singleprogram.
For instance, users of a distributed hypermedia system may anticipate to exchange in-
formation. Under such a circumstance, an information requestor (client) may also be an
information provider (server). The distinction between the server and the client blurs
as multiple roles are required of a program. The enabling technologies, such as peer-
to-peer (P2P) computing6 (Clark 2001), is a promise that can be used to support such a
system.
Suppose there is a research community in which people sharing similar knowledge
background maintain network accessible resources, or documents, for resource sharing-
based collaboration within the community. Upon the insertion of documents into their
storage, people capitalise on their knowledge to analyse, categorise and annotate the
documents. The associated intellectual products, such as categorisation and annotation
information, are intended to be used by people in the community to discover and acquire
documents of interest from other peers. Semantically related documents are organised
and described by a concept hierarchy: the most abstract concept (as well as the doc-
uments it is used to annotate) sits at the top of the hierarchy while the most concrete
concepts (as well as the documents they are used to annotate) reside at the bottom. The
hierarchy bears a tree structure7. Because people may have different viewpoints on the
same document, sharing resources, including documents, categorisation and annotation
information, enables people to understand other peers’ opinions on the same concept
a document conveys by means of the way the document is categorised and annotated.
For instance, if a person anticipates obtaining documents with a topic on the history
of hypermedia, he/she can submit a query to other peers. A recipient peer compares
the query against the annotation information about the documents he/she maintains and
returns the matches if possible. Some of the documents in the result set may be directly
related to the history of hypermedia, while others may be associated with the enabling
technologies closely involved in the evolution of hypermedia. Nonetheless, the result
reﬂects the different opinions of peers on the same topic, and due to the similar knowl-
edge background peers possess, the query result may be of help for understanding a
6Although the term P2P computing is new, the basic P2P technology can date back to at least 1979
when USENET was originally implemented.
7In each concept hierarchy, there is a single root concept and each concept (except the root concept) in
the hierarchy must be a child of (at least) one parent concept. Moreover, the hierarchy must be cycle-free.Chapter 1 Introduction 5
topic from different perspectives.
The scenario above exhibits the following notable properties: equal capability and
dispersed autonomy of individuals, and a collaborative relationship implied among in-
dividuals. People in the research community can simultaneously be resource requestors
and providers. Each of them is independent in making decisions and performing ac-
tions, whereas collaboration based on resource sharing becomes crucial when peers’
knowledge can assist in accommodating information needs or broadening individual’s
view. To turn the preceding scenario into reality, several key issues should be taken
into account which include how resources can be discovered among multiple providers
under certain circumstances, for instance in one well-arranged environment and in an-
other with ad hoc properties, how resources should be organised and manipulated to
potentially facilitate their presentation to requestors, and how resource discovery can be
expedited.
The use of P2P technologies is to effect and enhance collaboration among people
intheresearchcommunity. Theprimaryfunctionalityofthetechnologiesinthescenario
lies in their support for efﬁcient resource discovery and acquisition. A centralised P2P
(Lv et al. 2002) approach would typically establish a central directory for resource pub-
lishing and discovery, and allow the subsequent resource acquisition to occur directly
between peers. In contrast, an unstructured P2P solution would preclude the existence
of any form of central authority and realise resource discovery through some search
mechanism and routing protocol that needs to be investigated.
Meanwhile, theresponsibilityoforganising, manipulatingandpresentingresources
falls back upon some other orthogonal technologies, one of which that attracts the at-
tention of this work is the DLS. The DLS (see Section 3.4) is a Web-based OHS which
satisﬁes a user’s information needs by providing hyperlinks that refer to the documents
of interest. The paradigm of information provision, acquisition and presentation exhib-
ited by the DLS ﬁts in with the scenario of resource sharing-based collaboration within
a research community.
The concept of grounding an OHS on a P2P architecture is not new. Microcosm
(Fountain et al. 1990) and Microcosm TNG (Goose 1997) maintained some form of
central repository to facilitate resource discovery in the systems. Microcosm was de-
ployed across a set of workstations and peers could share their resources with others
of interest. This enabled all available resources to be extensively utilised by the user
community. However, Microcosm was never developed into a P2P system.
It is recognised by this work that the use of a centralised P2P model in which com-Chapter 1 Introduction 7
because of the following reasons. Firstly, the hypermedia community has long recog-
nised the need for good query and search mechanisms (Halasz 1988). Moreover, the ex-
ternal link model adopted by OHSs is inherently able to make the RDF-enabled query
and search mechanism possible. Semantic relationships between links and linkbases
could be encoded and stored externally by link servers, thus allowing a search for links
to be conducted at both link and linkbase levels. This work primarily explores the way
that resources (links and linkbases) should be expressed and maintained at link servers
to facilitate querying and searching in environments with varying degrees of decentral-
isation of control.
To realise resource discovery in ad hoc environments, an overlay network which
comprises all peers running the open link service should be established. Ideally, the way
that the overlay network is constructed should take into account certain relationships
between peers or resources that peers maintain to assist discovery. Related work on the
overlaynetworkcanbeseeninCAN(Ratnasamyetal. 2001), Chord(Stoicaetal. 2001)
and Pastry (Rowstron and Druschel 2001). Because of the exclusive requirements for
the open link service (see Section 5.4.1) this work investigates, the clustering techniques
(Theodoridis and Koutroumbas 1999) which have been extensively studied in IR will be
employed to organise the overlay network in a way that facilitates resource discovery
by grouping peers on the basis of similarity of certain features of their resources.
This work will begin with extending the original DLS into a centralised P2P link
service which encapsulates a central service directory for resource discovery in a well-
arranged distributed environment. For explanatory and comparison purposes, another
link service prototype that adopts a client-server architecture - the common architecture
shared by many OHSs, will also be developed. This work will then identify the unique
characteristics of and requirements for an unstructured P2P link service that supports
resourcesharing-basedcollaborationinanadhocenvironment. Theabsenceofacentral
service directory in the unstructured P2P link service entails improvements on the the
centralised P2P link service. Firstly, this work will need to devise mechanisms for
describing, maintaining and manipulating resources which aim to facilitate resource
discovery. Secondly, a search algorithm should be available for resource discovery in
an ad hoc environment. Finally, techniques that expedite resource discovery should
also be explored. Because these techniques are particularly intended to enhance the
discovery performance of the link service, this work will conduct an evaluation of gains
in the discovery performance that consists of an analysis and a series of simulation to
demonstrate the proposed techniques.
To distinguish it from the original DLS, the extended version will be referred to asChapter 2 Open Hypermedia Systems 18
and managed separately. Manipulating and storing objects were undertaken by indepen-
dent editing applications. A linking protocol was designed to facilitate communication
between the Link Service and the integrated applications.
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FIGURE 2.3: Sun’s Link Service Architecture
(Pearl 1989)
The Link Service (see Figure 2.3) comprised the protocol speciﬁcation, a link
server program, a library that deﬁned the protocol for integrating with the Link Ser-
vice and utilities for managing the link databases (i.e. linkbases). Integrating with
the Link Service required little change of applications. Each integrated application in-
cluded a link library which was part of the link server process to communicate with the
link server, and therefore became part of an extensible and loosely coupled frontend
interface to the hypertext system. Applications registered their availability and capa-
bility with the Link Service so that they could be called to handle objects upon users’
requests.
The manager of the object data provided an interface and application speciﬁc func-
tionality for users to manipulate objects. Similarly, the Link Service offered an interface
and functions for users to create and modify links between data objects. By separating
the user interface for linking from that for editing, the Link Service introduced as min-
imal impact as possible on the appearance of integrated applications and the burden on
the cognition of users.
The Link Service addressed the link maintenance issue by means of two mecha-Chapter 2 Open Hypermedia Systems 20
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FIGURE 2.4: Microcosm Architecture
(Lowe and Hall 1999)
the rest of the system. Viewers were identiﬁed by means of an identiﬁer allocated by
the DCS. The Filter Management System (FMS) coordinated the serial chain of ﬁlters.
Filters in Microcosm were among those independent processes which were connected
in a chain topology and might be dynamically installed, removed or even reordered. The
hypermedia link service was embodied within ﬁlters3. When an action was initiated by
a user, a message that contained the details of relevant information would be sent to the
ﬁlter manager which arranged the message to be passed through all registered ﬁlters.
Filters declared their interests in handling speciﬁc messages from users’ actions and
they might block, ignore, alter messages or create new ones (Hall et al. 1996).
The sequence of some ﬁlters was ﬁxed. For instance, the linker ﬁlter, a process
which primarily dealt with the start link and end link messages, was usually positioned
in the ﬁrst place along the ﬁlter chain. Following it was the linkbase ﬁlter that was
responsible for creating, following and resolving links. The available links ﬁlter was
3Very little of the functionality that users see was ‘hard coded’ in the core of Microcosm, which was
one of the ﬂaws in the architecture.Chapter 2 Open Hypermedia Systems 26
resources, and employing dedicated servers to maintain and manipulate these seman-
tics (van Ossenbruggen et al. 2002). OHSs inherently possess the capability to deal
with similar problems. The most signiﬁcant feature that empowers OHSs to facilitate,
and also enjoy, the emergent Semantic Web technologies is that links are stored and
managed separately from the documents they describe. Capturing the semantic content
(concepts) of documents, modelling it as metadata, and authoring links between related
concepts to construct hypertext, are therefore feasible. This is also applicable to anno-
tations - the ability to annotate documents of others has been an important feature in
many hypertext/hypermedia systems. Storing annotations externally to the documents
that are annotated and accessing them over some protocol, can produce an OHS-like
annotation service. Example systems include COHSE (Carr et al. 2001) and Annotea
(Kahan et al. 2001).
The main objective of the COHSE (Conceptual Open Hypermedia Services Envi-
ronment) project is to produce an ontological reasoning service which provides a con-
ceptual model for describing document terms and the relationship between the terms,
and a Web-based open hypermedia link service to deliver link-providing facilities in
a scalable and non-intrusive manner. The conceptual information of Web documents
is represented as metadata8. Metadata can be reasoned over to classify documents by
using a predeﬁned ontology in COHSE - a thesaurus consisting of concepts related by
different relations. Documents are considered to be similar in some way if they share
metadata. The COHSE link service authors links between associated concepts, and
therefore corresponding documents are also linked for navigation.
The Annotea project, part of the Semantic Web efforts, aims to enhance collabo-
ration via sharing metadata-based annotations, bookmarks and their variants. Annotea
is a Web-based annotation system built on top of an open RDF infrastructure through
combining RDF with XPointer, XLink and HTTP. Annotations are modelled as a class
of metadata. They are described with an RDF schema and are stored inside generic RDF
databases hosted by annotation servers. XPointer and XLink associate metadata with
part of the document that is annotated. By interacting with an annotation server over
HTTP, users can perform different operations on annotations, such as retrieval, addition,
modiﬁcation and deletion.
Both practices of COHSE and Annotea reveal that the concepts and philosophies
of OHSs can be utilised to satisfy the requirements of the Semantic Web. On the other
8This is an idea borrowed by this work on resource description presented in Section 6.3.2. Although
both COHSE and the DDLS employ metadata to describe the concepts that documents are associated
with, the former intends to construct hypertexts and build links for navigation, while the latter aims to
assist resource discovery.Chapter 3 Distributed Hypermedia Systems 32
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FIGURE 3.1: Service-based Architecture
broker which is an intermediary between the service provider and the service requestor.
The service requestor locates a service of interest and determines how to communicate
with the service by issuing queries to the service broker. The service broker looks
up for the compatible service and sends the published interface description back to
the requestor. Upon the receipt of the information of the service required, the service
requestor formulates a request according to the speciﬁcation and poses it to the service
provider. Subsequently, the service provider offers the expected response to the service
requestor.
Employing a service-based architecture in software development brings many ben-
eﬁts. The facilities of dynamic discovery and binding to a service enable the service
providers to run their services at the location they prefer according to the infrastructure
andtechnicalsupport. Multipleservicecomponentsallowdeveloperstospecialiseinthe
task they are experienced in. The independent development realises better parallelism,
resulting in rapid delivery of the product. Effecting services as smaller pieces of logic
simpliﬁes the location of errors and defects, as well as the modiﬁcation to accommodate
new commands and requirements.
Web services are an example of implementing a service-based architecture. They
are at the heart of the service-based architecture because they are built on top of many
well-known and platform independent protocols, such as XML, WSDL2, SOAP3 and
UDDI4, which fulﬁll the requirements of the service-based architecture. XML provides
a cross-platform approach to data encoding and formatting. WSDL supplies a model
and an XML format for describing Web services. SOAP, built on top of XML, de-
ﬁnes a way to package XML-based information for exchanging structured and typed
2Web Service Description Language
3Simple Object Access Protocol
4Universal Description, Discovery and IntegrationChapter 3 Distributed Hypermedia Systems 34
Web also comprises an important document format, the HyperText Markup Language
(HTML), which enables the creation of documents that are portable from one platform
to another. These three important speciﬁcations laid the foundation for the success of
the Web.
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FIGURE 3.2: Web Architecture
(Berners-Lee et al. 1992)
The Web, like many other applications with a global scale, employs a client-server
model, see Figure 3.2. The clients, primarily in the form of Web browsers for interactive
use, are responsible for collecting requests for documents from users and sending them
to Web servers. The servers, upon the receipt of requests, retrieve documents and send
back the answers that may be in any other format. During each transaction, the server
establishes a connection between the client and itself. The connection can be terminated
by either the client or the server, or both.
From the point of view of OHSs, the Web is a closed hypermedia system. In the
ﬁrst place, a link on the Web is bound to a particular object in a source document in the
form of mark-up within the content data, and its destination is described through the aid
of a URL (Uniform Resource Locator)6 or a script7. The embedded link model makes
the movement of data and the editing of links a very convenient procedure. However, it
is difﬁcult to maintain the referential integrity of links if the movement of data breaks
6A URL is an example of the URI that identiﬁes a resource by means of a representation of its primary
access mechanism.
7In the context of the Web, script languages are often written to handle forms of input or other services
for a website and are processed by either the Web server or the Web browser.Chapter 3 Distributed Hypermedia Systems 36
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FIGURE 3.3: DHM Architecture
(Grønbæk et al. 1997)
to exist when components8 were deleted. Options as to dealing with the dangling links
when link following occurred, were provided to users. The users might choose to either
delete the link or the endpoint, or enable re-linking to another destination. Furthermore,
DHM motivated the awareness of link directionality. The designers considered three
kinds of directionality of links. Semantic direction revolved around the semantic rela-
tionship between components connected by links. Creation direction emphasised the
sequence of the creation of link endpoints, whereas traversal direction speciﬁed the way
a link should be traversed. DHM supported selection of both creation direction and
traversal direction by means of an attribute mechanism that recorded direction values.
Support for semantic direction implicitly relied on the same attribute mechanism.
DHM tackled two integration related problems which the Dexter model did not
address. First, Dexter does not distinguish between components whose contents are
managed by the hypermedia and those whose contents are managed by third-party ap-
plications. DHM addressed this issue by introducing a component ‘wrapper’ for appli-
cations and their data objects. If stored by the hypermedia system, data objects became
part of the content of an atomic component9. Otherwise, they would be separately
stored and referenced by the content of the component. Therefore, DHM was able to
8In the context of the Dexter model, a component is the fundamental entity and basic unit of address-
ability in the storage layer.
9Atomic components are the primitive in the storage layer.Chapter 3 Distributed Hypermedia Systems 37
link to documents that were created by third-party applications. Second, Dexter only
proposes the use of composite components10 to model application documents having
internal structure, while leaving how to utilise the composite component’s structure to
model the internal structure of an application document unspeciﬁed. DHM allowed
composites to directly refer to data objects. Meanwhile, the internal structure of a data
object could be modelled by its encapsulating data objects. Therefore, a composite and
its nested components could refer to both the enclosing object and its internal structure.
Implicit and asynchronous collaboration modes were supported by the object-
oriented database at the physical storage layer which provided transactions, locking
and event notiﬁcation facilities. A transaction in DHM could be of arbitrary length, as
called for by Halasz (1988). For concurrency control, read and write locks were avail-
able to clients from the object-oriented database server, and a ﬂexible read/write locking
protocol which speciﬁed a set of rules followed by all transactions when requesting and
releasing these locks was also developed. Clients could subscribe to a variety of events
on shared hypertext. If any changes to the shared hypertext occurred, a notiﬁcation
would be sent from the object-oriented database server to all clients who had opened
the hypertext with read permission and subscribed to notiﬁcations about changes.
DHM was extended to Webvise, an open hypermedia service which augmented the
Web by providing hypermedia structures such as links, contexts, annotations and guided
tours11. Hypermedia structures were stored in a hypermedia database and manipulated
via Java applets and a proxy server. The Webvise proxy server checked the Webvise
server for every document being viewed in the browser and tried to ﬁnd potential ex-
ternal structures to be compiled into the document (Grønbæk et al. 1999). Microsoft
Internet Explorer, Microsoft Word and Microsoft Excel were extended with menus or
toolbar extensions to support the integration with Webvise clients via the COM12 in-
terface. For each application augmented with hypermedia services, the Webvise client
designed and implemented an application wrapper responsible for communicating with
the integrated application. In addition to linking to/from HTML Web pages, Webvise
also supported open hypermedia linking of multimedia contents.
10In contrast to atomic components, composite components are those constructed out of other compo-
nents.
11Webvise could be accessed via an ordinary URL.
12Component Object ModelChapter 3 Distributed Hypermedia Systems 39
chines may lead to a reliable, efﬁcient and ﬂexible system. To divide and distribute
the responsibilities of Microcosm involved adapting its two central modules: the Filter
Management System (FMS) and the Document Control System (DCS). The FMS was
adapted to enable communication with remote instances of Microcosm over the Inter-
net via TCP/IP13 sockets, thus messages being routed directly to the speciﬁc published
ﬁlters. The DCS was extended to facilitate document retrieval from a remote host by
adopting a URL-like format of document identiﬁers that were uniquely associated with
every document under control.
Filters in Microcosm TNG discarded the chain architecture of the ordered and se-
rial nature in the original Microcosm. Each process registered with a message router to
gain conversation capability with any other registered process in the system. Messages
would not have to encounter all processes in the ﬁlter chain but only get involved with
those of interest.
A new Heterogenous Communication Model (HCM), utilised as a communication
layer, was designed to support the system to function effectively when employed in a
heterogeneousanddistributedenvironment. AnHCMwascharacterisedbytheadoption
of a customisable process addressing scheme which covered the user session identiﬁer
to which this process belonged, the hypermedia application name to which this process
belonged, the name of the Microcosm TNG process, the identiﬁer of the Microcosm
TNG process, the document upon which this process operated and the service offered
by this process. Message passing between processes on different machines could take
place on the basis of a user session, an application, a process, a document, a service or
combinations of all.
The message router within a user session was a logical container for all processes
registered with the same message router. It served as a mechanism for processes to
dynamically advertise and withdraw their services. Moreover, the message router was
responsible for coordinating communication between processes that wished to send out-
going messages to other registered service providers. When inter-session communica-
tion occurred, a local message router needed to forward all messages to the remote
message router in another session in case any process in that session might have interest
in them.
Each user session was also accompanied by a process manager which supported
distributed process management. The distributed invocation of processes on remote
machines was realised through the remote shell (rsh) in Unix.
13Transmission Control Protocol/Internet ProtocolChapter 3 Distributed Hypermedia Systems 41
OHSs, HOSS provided its proprietary component framework14. HOSS was a structure
aware hypermedia operating system prototype developed at the Texas A&M University
(N¨ urnberg et al. 1996). It was advocated in HOSS that the basic structural abstractions
of different domains be incorporated into the operating system and therefore issues such
as integrity, consistency and semantics locality could be in reach by a structure aware
operating system.
There were three basic entities in HOSS: data, structure and behaviour. Data was
deﬁnedasinformationassociatedwiththehypermediasystem, whilestructureidentiﬁed
the interrelationship between data. Behaviour was introduced to implement the seman-
tics of structure. HOSS emphasised the separation of these factors, which resulted in
more usefulness and ﬂexibility than those of other systems.
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FIGURE 3.5: HOSS Architecture
(N¨ urnberg et al. 1996)
The architecture of HOSS is shown in Figure 3.5. HOSS provided some toolkits
(for example, HCMT15 and HPMT16) for supporting appropriate communication and
14As will be mentioned in Section 3.3.6, the second generation CB-OHSs typically adopt existing
component technologies and frameworks.
15HOSS Communications Model Toolkit
16HOSS Process Model ToolkitChapter 3 Distributed Hypermedia Systems 43
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FIGURE 3.6: HyperDisco Architecture
(Wiil and Leggett 1997)
access and operations on workspaces. A workspace was an autonomous HBMS which
stored and manipulated a set of multimedia ﬁles in addition to providing a wide range
of hypermedia services to participating tools. Workspaces could be private, public or
belong to a group. A legal user was allowed to create links between documents in differ-
ent open workspaces and collaborative users could share workspaces. Tool integrators
and workspaces respectively implemented two layers of hypermedia functionality in
HyperDisco: the integration model layer that supported integration and the data model
layer that offered hypermedia storage services for hypermedia objects. The integra-
tion model encapsulated tool dependent link services and relied on the data model for
essential operations on hypermedia objects.
The data model in HyperDisco was object-oriented and it supported a set of hyper-
media object types: anchors, nodes, links and composites (Wiil and Leggett 1996). The
Node class, Link class and Composite class were subclasses of the Component class
which inherited facilities from its superclasses, such as the Concurrency Control, the
Notiﬁcation Control, the Version Control, the Access Control and the Query & Search
classes. The Anchor class was an immediate subclass of the Query & Search class
and new subtypes of the Anchor class could be tailored by creating subclasses which
inherited related superclasses. Anchors and links were stored separately from docu-
ments and would be superimposed on the documents by tools. A link in HyperDisco
maintained a number of endpoints with each described by a triple (workspace name,
node identiﬁer, anchor identiﬁer). The tool integrator maintained the integrity of a link
involving multiple workspaces by ensuring that all workspaces connected by the link
were reachable before any operation (creation or deletion) done to it and, in response to
the consequence, making a decision about the operation. If the operation involved link
following, all workspaces containing the link endpoints would be queried against and
as many endpoints as possible would be opened.Chapter 3 Distributed Hypermedia Systems 45
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FIGURE 3.7: Construct Architecture
(Wiil and N¨ urnberg 1999)
vided by the hyperstore were independent of the generic structure abstractions stored,
which enabled the hyperstore to provide services with the stored abstractions unaltered.
Construct exhibited enormous extensibility and tailorability. The development and
introduction of a new hypermedia domain simply meant deﬁning and implementing a
new middleware component to support for abstractions in the new domain. Moreover,
by adopting existing component technologies and frameworks, such as Java RMI, in-
teroperability between compliant hypermedia systems was supported, and considerable
time and efforts could be saved in both development and maintenance of Construct.
To provide both hypermedia structuring and collaboration facilities, Construct was
furtherdevelopedintoastructuralcomputingenvironment. Structuralcomputingshared
its main features with OHSs: separating data and structure, and providing linking func-
tionality to existing desktop applications. In particular, the primacy of structure over
data was asserted in structural computing (N¨ urnberg et al. 1997). Moreover, structural
computing aimed to develop environments that support multiple hypermedia domains
within a single environment. Wiil et al. (2003) proposed the use of the computer-
supported cooperative work (CSCW) technology to augment Construct with collabora-
tion facilities. The hyperstore implemented in the early Construct was extended to a
foundation services layer which included structure storage services, concurrency con-
trol services, notiﬁcation control services, access control services and version control
services. The Construct structure service shown in Figure 3.7 evolved into the structure
services layer which provided a set of structural abstractions for different hypermediaChapter 3 Distributed Hypermedia Systems 47
tocol, while internal operations were primarily used by structure servers for consistency
purposes. The structure cache was a store for domain speciﬁc abstractions of struc-
ture servers. Abstractions should be loaded into the structure cache before behaviours
performed any operation on them.
The aggregate of the middle layer and the infrastructure originated from the con-
texts in the early Callimachus (Tzagarakis et al. 1999) which only consisted of dis-
tributed contexts and applications requesting hypermedia services. Each context was
an HBMS that stored hypermedia abstractions and provided hypermedia services. Con-
texts provided a data model that described hypermedia objects, such as documents,
nodes, links and anchors. Applications obtained hypermedia services from a context
by connecting to the context and communicating with it via a common application pro-
tocol. To locate hypermedia anchors and services in distributed contexts, Callimachus
utilised the Context Name Service (CNS) which generated and managed names of an-
chors and services.
Each context possessed a CNS that managed the database of bindings between
names to attribute values of anchors or services. A CNS name consisted of a handle
and a remainder separated by a delimiter. The handle identiﬁed the CNS in which the
remainder should be resolved. When an application requested operations on an anchor,
it needed to provide the anchor name which would be subsequently sent to the CNS
of the context to which the application was connected. The anchor name was split
into a handle and a remainder by the leftmost delimiter. Looking up the database of
bindings of the current CNS identiﬁed a new context indicated by the handle. The
remainder was sent to the CNS of the derived context to be resolved. This process
repeated until the name could not be split further. The remaining name revealed the
context in which the anchor of interest was created. The attributes of the anchor were
sent back from the target context to the application that requested the information. CNS
names were independent of the underlying physical conﬁguration of contexts. Anchor
names remained valid even if the related context server20 was reconﬁgured, and only
the CNS database of bindings in the context in which reconﬁguration occurred required
an update.
20The context server was a process which handled client (application) connections and requests as well
as provided hypermedia services.Chapter 3 Distributed Hypermedia Systems 49
an HTTP request and communicated to the Web browser. As Web browsers and inter-
application communication evolved, it was difﬁcult to extract such information using
the ‘standard’ software solution. Meanwhile, revisions in operating system implemen-
tations also had an impact on the consistent way in which the DLS client worked with
the Web environment. The interfaceless proxy server approach required no extra client
software for users and thereby able to address the issues.
The simple proxy DLS also brought problems that needed to be tackled. For in-
stance, thegenerationandprocessingofacommonHTTPrequestforadocumentshould
be as follows. The Web browser built an HTTP request and sent it to the HTTP server.
When the document which was returned by the HTTP server passed the link server
proxy, related links would be superimposed on the document. The document was then
delivered to the Web browser for viewing. During the procedure, link processing and
document delivery had to be synchronised with each other before the requested doc-
ument with newly-inserted links was returned to the user. If link processing cost too
much time, the delivery of the requested document to the user’s browser would be de-
layed. Moreover, the newly-inserted links might be viewed as infringing the original
document content. These links might also connect to other material, which could be
against the author’s will. Therefore, the proxy DLS had to solve the problems inher-
ently in its architecture before serving links better.
A possible solution to the above issues could be separating link processing and
document delivery and allowing them to take place asynchronously. An HTTP proxy
took the place of the link server proxy. The link server was attached to the HTTP proxy
with all its components, such as linkbases and link resolvers22. The new ﬂow of the
HTTP request which was transmitted from the browser to the HTTP server remained
the same as before. However, on its return, a copy of the retrieved document would
be sent to the link server when it passed the HTTP proxy. As opposed to the previous
approach, the links which were relevant to the document would be returned indepen-
dently of document delivery and displayed in a separate window for recommendation
purposes, which made the DLS appear as an advisory service to the user (Carr et al.
1998b).
To be precise, the DLS is more like a dynamic link service than a truly distributed
link service. This is because linkbases are maintained on a single server, and the link
resolver component is located within the same server. Essentially, linkbase data was
regarded just as another document type, so it could be processed and maintained like
any other document. Most research on distributed aspects of the DLS initially looked
22The link resolver is a component that wraps the function to resolve to links, and is implemented by
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same server. The original DLS did not exhibit any distributed feature in terms of either
linkbases or link services.
Decentralising linkbases and link services is driven by the phenomenon that the
distinction between the role of a link service provider (a server) and that of a link service
requestor (a client) increasingly blurs. In a collaborative environment for example, a
single program may be required to act as either a server, or a client, or both. This
requirement cannot be fully satisﬁed by a client-server link service which may use a
central link server to manipulate linkbases distributed across the system, or use a central
repository to maintain linkbases while deploying link servers across multiple hosts.
Decentralising linkbases and link services is enabled by P2P computing (see Sec-
tion 5.2). Distributed systems based on the P2P paradigm are characterised by the
equal capability of participating nodes and the decentralisation of control, and such a
paradigm can be used to support a distributed OHS for collaboration in various settings.
A P2P system, in terms of the software architecture, falls into one of the following
main categories: the centralised P2P, the unstructured P2P and the structured P2P. The
main feature that makes the centralised P2P system different from the rest is its use
of a central service directory for resource publishing and discovery. In structured P2P
systems, the network topology and the placement of data objects are precisely deter-
mined, whereas in unstructured P2P systems they are not. More details can be found in
Chapter 5.
The centralised P2P model is closest to the traditional client-server model in the
sense that both maintain some form of centralisation1. This centralisation is crucial in
reducingthecomplexityofdesigningandimplementingaP2Psystem. Forinstance, ina
centralised P2P system service/resource discovery involves posing a query to the central
authorityforlocatingservice/resourceproviders, whereasinastructuredorunstructured
P2P system, carrying out the same task requires more complex search mechanisms.
More importantly, if the collaborative environment is well-arranged, for instance the
presence of a central service directory is allowed, the centralised P2P model will sufﬁce
for supporting collaboration. This work therefore starts from designing and exploring
the centralised P2P DDLS. For explanatory purposes, two DDLS prototypes based on a
client-server architecture and a centralised P2P architecture respectively are described
later in this chapter.
The overall aim of this work, as stated in Section 1.3, is to investigate how the open
hypermedia approach can be enhanced by P2P technologies to support collaboration in
1However, the former requires that the functionality of both a provider and a requestor should be
implemented in a single program, while the latter assigns them to different programs.Chapter 4 Requirements Analysis and Design of the DDLS 55
More than just a mark-up language such as HTML, XML is a meta-language that
can be used for deﬁning new mark-up languages. Instead of replacing HTML, XML is
designed to complement it. HTML is currently only used for formatting and displaying
data, whereas XML is employed to represent the contextual meaning of the data. XML
has a number of advantages over HTML. Firstly, it separates content from presentation
of the document. If the content is updated, the document can still be consistently pre-
sented. HTML is unable to provide this reusability. Although the export of a document
in HTML can be done automatically, it is vulnerable to the change of the data content
of the document. Secondly, by specifying different presentation styles, with XML one
can give a document a different look upon requests when displaying the content, while
HTML usually gives one view of the data. Furthermore, HTML is not extensible so
application developers can not create their own tags for speciﬁc circumstances, whereas
in XML this is easily achieved since application-speciﬁc tags can be customised to meet
newrequirements. Finally, forthedescriptionofdatainaportableformat, XMLensures
platform independence and interoperability between hosts.
For instance, in a DDLS linkbase, a link for a particular user as will be men-
tioned later in this section has the format as in Figure 4.1. Each link is described as a
triple (description, source and destination endpoints) and both the source and destina-
tion endpoints are further described through a ﬁeld <data> that contains a ﬁeld <url>
indicating the source and destination anchors of the link.
<linkbase>
<link id=“001”>
<description>acamedic-related.research</description>
<endpoint direction=“source”>
<data>
<url>http://www.rg.cs.university.ac.uk/projects/</url>
</data>
</endpoint>
<endpoint direction=“destination”>
<data>
<url>http://www.cs.university.ac.uk/projects/GIANT/</url>
</data>
</endpoint>
</link>
</linkbase>
1
FIGURE 4.1: An Example of Using the XML model and Syntax to Represent the
DDLS Linkbase
Each link entry in the linkbase may potentially have more than one source or desti-
nation anchor, which provides ﬂexibility in dealing with all kinds of links. This feature
essentially provides a useful manipulation of generic links (see Section 2.4.3). LinksChapter 4 Requirements Analysis and Design of the DDLS 57
FIGURE 4.2: Screenshot of the DDLS User Interface - the ‘Link Service’ Tab
Both navigational facilities (link traversal) and authoring facilities (link creation,
update and deletion) are provided through the ‘Link Service’ tab of the user interface,
see Figure 4.2. Retrieving documents of interest is transformed into retrieving the links
that refer to the documents. In order to search for links, a user ﬁrst selects from the
‘Linkbase selection’ list the linkbases that will be involved. Ticking the check box
titled ‘External public linkbases included’ indicates the search will be carried out in an
extended scope. The DDLS responds to such an action by locating all the available
public linkbases and presenting their description in the list for the user to choose from.
Other attributes that can be speciﬁed in the search criteria include the description2,
source anchor or destination anchor of target links. The ‘Search for links’ facility will
formulate a query for the search request. The query expression is typically represented
2The description of a link refers to an abstraction of the primary content of the document the link
refers to, and is not limited to the user’s selection based on which the link service will typically initiate
an action such as link following.Chapter 4 Requirements Analysis and Design of the DDLS 58
by conjunctive operations on terms speciﬁed in the search criteria3. An empty attribute
indicates that any link matches the search criteria in terms of the attribute. After a query
is formulated, it is submitted to the associated link server. The latter, in turn, retrieves
links from related linkbases and displays the result in the ‘Available links’ table. Users
may follow any link in the result and the DDLS will dispatch the related document and
display it in a browser.
FIGURE 4.3: Screenshot of the DDLS User Interface - the ‘Linkbase Conﬁg’ Tab
A dialogue box is presented for adding new links to personal linkbases. When
prompted, a user provides information about the textual description, the source anchor
and the destination anchor of the link being added. The user can store the new link in
any existing linkbase according to the textual description of the link, or even create a
new linkbase for it. As in the DLS, the DDLS can automatically create a linkbase from
scratch by extracting sets of keywords from documents and turning them into generic
links so as to provide hypermedia functionality with minimal effort. Users can update
and remove links only from their personal linkbases.
DDLS users can conﬁgure the system, for instance, attaching or detaching personal
linkbases in response to their link service requirements, see the ‘Linkbase Conﬁg’ tab
in Figure 4.3. Linkbases are created with speciﬁed titles which capture the primary
3Support for disjunctive queries and others could also be implemented.Chapter 4 Requirements Analysis and Design of the DDLS 66
• The one-way communication time refers to the period between a link retrieval re-
quest travelling from a UserAgent to a LinkServerAgent that satisﬁes the request,
or vice versa.
Figure 4.8 shows the composition of the task time for a link retrieval request. The
agents involved in the time fragments are sequentially labelled in italics.
The client-server DDLS and the centralised P2P DDLS may incur different Agent-
Term location time, see phase 1 in Figure 4.8, since they lead to a different number of
agents being registered at the RegistryAgent. With a linear search mechanism, the time
to locate an AgentTerm is Θ(n), given n is the number of all AgentTerms that are being
searched. However, this difference in the AgentTerm location time would vanish if the
search mechanism supports the location of any entity to be completed within the time
that is independent of the number of the entities being searched. For instance, a search
based on the hash table may lead to the AgentTerm location time scaling as Θ(1) in
both DDLSs.
The check time is speciﬁcally deﬁned for all link service requests regarding pub-
lic linkbases, whereas requests involving private linkbases have no such needs. The
associated phase (2) relates to a request sent from a UserAgent to a LinkServerAgent
which carries out the accessibility check and returns the result back to the UserAgent.
The check time can be the same in both the client-server DDLS and the centralised P2P
DDLS with respect to the same link service request, unless both the UserAgent and the
LinkServerAgent reside on the same node in the client-server DDLS8.
The one-way communication time is the primary metric which demonstrates the
difference between the client-server and the centralised P2P DDLSs due to their inher-
ent architectures. The difference can be illustrated by a link service request regarding
retrieval of links in private linkbases. In the client-server DDLS, the retrieval of pri-
vate links involves a UserAgent interrogating a LinkServerAgent on a different node,
whereas the same task occurring in the centralised P2P DDLS relates to the UserA-
gent querying the LinkServerAgent residing locally. The one-way communication time
in the client-server DDLS is subject to the latency in inter-network communication,
because agents reside on multiple nodes and their communication over the network un-
avoidably suffers from the latency that exists in the network.
8In the client-server DDLS, the LinkServerAgent can be practically hosted by any node. Therefore,
a node hosting a LinkServerAgent can also be hosting a UserAgent, which may lead to the accessi-
bility check occurring locally. However, the same check in the centralised P2P DDLS always involves a
LinkServerAgent and a UserAgent on different nodes. Specifying that the UserAgent and the LinkServer-
Agent reside on different nodes in the client-server DDLS is to assure that the comparison between both
DDLSs is carried out under the identical circumstance.Chapter 4 Requirements Analysis and Design of the DDLS 70
approaches to different P2P systems are not sufﬁcient to achieve the eventual objective
of this work.Chapter 5 Rethinking the P2P Paradigm 88
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FIGURE 5.1: Topics Following Zipf’s Distribution
popular topic, possesses 5 instantiations. Also, suppose that Chord is used to model the
search space in the DDLS as shown in Figure 5.2. Node 0 stores all the keys of topic B
and node 5 maintains those for 100 instantiations of topic A. The phenomenon of ‘hot
spot’ occurs at node 5 because it is heavily burdened with all the instantiations of topic
A. Although load balancing techniques could be utilised to ameliorate the situation, a
joint query involving multiple topics would lead to a more complicated search. It is not
known whether the beneﬁt resulting from the adoption of load balancing techniques can
compensate for the overhead caused by carrying out a joint query.
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FIGURE 6.2: A Peer pnew Joins the Semantic Overlay
ing peer and removing them.
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FIGURE 6.3: Contact with Peers Lost due to a Leaving Peer
A peer departure can potentially lead to network partition. The issue is more criti-
cal when the partition involves a large number of peers, which entails efﬁcient recovery
of information about the lost community. For instance, the consequence of the depar-
ture of pd, see Figure 6.3, is that the peers on the left side of pd lose contact with those
on the right side. To have a robust system, measures are introduced to overcome suchChapter 6 Evolution of the DDLS into an Unstructured P2P System 111
Topic Average Average Average Average
Popularity Maximum Recall Number of Hops Matches Broadcast Rate
2 99% 8.10 50.00
3 94% 6.30 33.00
(2, 3) 99% 5.30 18.40 87.30
2 99% 8.10 50.00
4 100% 5.84 25.00
(2, 4) 100% 4.88 11.40 93.01
2 99% 8.10 50.00
5 97% 5.20 20.00
(2, 5) 100% 4.88 10.6 95.60
2 99% 8.10 50.00
6 96% 5.01 17.00
(2, 6) 100% 4.62 9.00 96.61
2 99% 8.10 50.00
7 100% 5.00 14.00
(2, 7) 100% 4.37 6.40 97.60
2 99% 8.10 50.00
8 99% 4.74 13.00
(2, 8) 100% 4.46 5.40 97.81
2 99% 8.10 50.00
9 100% 4.71 11.00
(2, 9) 100% 4.23 6.40 98.21
2 99% 8.10 50.00
10 99% 4.85 10.00
(2, 10) 100% 4.00 5.00 98.61
2 99% 8.10 50.00
11 100% 4.75 9.00
(2, 11) 100% 4.25 5.40 98.00
2 99% 8.10 50.00
12 98% 4.60 8.00
(2, 12) 100% 3.89 3.60 99.20
2 99% 8.10 50.00
13 100% 4.70 7.00
(2, 13) 100% 3.88 3.00 99.01
2 99% 8.10 50.00
14 100% 4.44 6.00
(2, 14) 100% 3.68 2.40 99.21
2 99% 8.10 50.00
15 100% 4.22 5.00
(2, 15) 80% 2.97 1.80 99.41
TABLE 6.6: Multiple Topic Search based on Two Topics with Distinct Popularities in
Zipf’s DistributionChapter 6 Evolution of the DDLS into an Unstructured P2P System 114
Topic Average Average Average Average
Probability Maximum Recall Number of Hops Matches Broadcast Rate
90% 99% 5.51 90.00
(90%, 90%) 98% 5.95 80.40 0.72
80% 99% 6.04 80.00
(80%, 80%) 98% 7.05 63.80 12.73
70% 98% 6.81 70.00
(70%, 70%) 96% 7.61 50.60 35.28
60% 99% 7.66 60.00
(60%, 60%) 99% 6.90 34.20 65.84
50% 99% 7.72 50.00
(50%, 50%) 99% 5.53 24.20 81.95
40% 99% 6.98 40.00
(40%, 40%) 100% 5.24 16.20 89.40
30% 97% 6.16 30.00
(30%, 30%) 99% 4.76 10.20 94.43
20% 99% 5.44 20.00
(20%, 20%) 100% 3.75 4.00 99.00
10% 100% 4.88 10.00
(10%, 10%) 98% 2.68 1.00 99.40
1% 100% 3.08 1.00
(1%, 1%) 0% 0.00 0.00 99.21
TABLE 6.8: Multiple Topic Search based on Two Topics with Distinct Probabilities
from Uniform Distributions
ity of the component topics drops below 50.60% and decreases thereafter, as the topic
probability of the component topics (see the column titled ‘Average Matches’) reduces.
The pattern is the same as can be seen in the simulation on single topic search, see Ta-
ble 6.5. Again, the average broadcast rate is inversely proportional to the probability of
the component topics. The explanation, which was given in the previous experiment for
the relationship between the average broadcast rate and the popularity of the component
topics in a multiple topic search for topics from a Zipf’s distribution, is also applicable
herein.
The recall level at progressive hop counts is plotted in Figure 6.138. It is shown
that the average recall level at each hop is proportional to the topic probability when the
probability of each component topic is greater than 70%9 and is inversely proportional
to the topic probability when the probability of each component topic is less than 70%.
This phenomenon is in accordance with the one observed in single topic search, see
8This ﬁgure is a schematic of a series of ﬁgures possessing the similar trend of each curve and the
same relative relationship among the curves.
9Table 6.8 shows that the row with the topic probability in single topic search equal to 70% is a turning
point.Chapter 7 Re-organising the DDLS Peer Network 126
re-organisation. Figure 7.3 demonstrates that, with the speciﬁed experimental settings
and increased query history capacity (250), the greatest average reduction in hops to
achieve the maximum recall is accomplished by EDFSR associated with f(m) = e− m
500
in most cases.
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FIGURE 7.4: Average Number of Hops to Achieve the Maximum Recall with EDFSR,
f(m) = e− m
500
Figure 7.4 captures the impact that the updating rate has on the average number
of hops to achieve the maximum recall. It can be seen that peers updating resources
deteriorates the search performance in terms of the average number of hops to achieve
the maximum recall. The more peers that carry out an update, the greater average
number of hops are need to discover all the targets. With a greater capacity of query
history, a similar pattern can be observed as in the right sub-ﬁgure of Figure 7.4.
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The average reduction in hops to achieve the maximum recall with EDFSR is
demonstrated in Figure 7.5. Only a relatively low updating rate, 5% and 10% for ex-
ample, leads to a positive average reduction in hops to achieve the maximum recall.Chapter 7 Re-organising the DDLS Peer Network 127
If the updating rate exceeds 20%, EDFSR does not necessarily deliver a better search
performance in terms of the average reduction in hops to achieve the maximum recall.
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FIGURE 7.6: Average Maximum Recall and Average Broadcast Rate with EDFSR,
f(m) = e− m
500
The average maximum recall and the average broadcast rate with EDFSR can be
referred to in Figure 7.6. The curve associated with the updating rate of 60% is under
all the rest in both sub-ﬁgures, which indicates that one peer network with a higher
updating rate (such as 60%) incurs a lower average maximum recall level as well as
a lower average broadcast rate than another with a lower updating rate (such as 5%,
10% and 30%). Moreover, an obvious phenomenon in the ﬁgure is that the average
maximum recall is primarily proportional to the average broadcast rate. In combination
with Figure 7.4, one would discover that the relationship among the average maximum
recall (r), the average number of hops to achieve the maximum recall (h), the average
broadcast rate (b) and the updating rate (u) across different combinations of κ1 and κ2,
can be simply depicted by
r ∗ u = C1, b ∗ u = C2, h/u = C3 (7.3)
where C1, C2 and C3 are constants related to (κ1 : κ2 ).Chapter 7 Re-organising the DDLS Peer Network 129
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FIGURE 7.7: Computation of ˆ fi,h(t) based on Query History of pi
The observations of t for both entries will be 1 instead of 5. Using the naive estimator,
the estimate of probability of topics at t is
ˆ fi,h(t) =
1
n
n X
k=1
1
h
w(
t − Tk
h
)
with h = 0.5. It should be stressed that ˆ fi,h(t) takes into account all query history entries
of pi no matter when they arrived. This is contrary to what occurs in exponential decay
function-based usefulness decision.
Assume that a candidate neighbour pj of pi publishes its topic list Tj. Let εi,j be
the estimate of the probability of topics in Tj in future queries encountered by pi.
εi,j =
X
ˆ fi,h(t)
εi,j considers the estimate at all t where the topics of history entries are semantically
subsumed by topics in Tj. Figure 7.7 explains how to compute ˆ fi,h(t) based on query
history of pi. If the topics in Tj comprise {A, C, E, F}, εi,j should take into account
both t = 1 and t = 7 at which topics of history entries are semantically subsumed by
those in Tj. Therefore,
εi,j =
2
8
+
2
8
=
1
2
.
As in Section 7.5.1, let ιi,j represent the usefulness of pj with regard to pi and ηi,j
be the extent to which that pj would match the queries that pi can satisfy.
ιi,j =
q
(κ1
X
ˆ fi,h(t))2 + (κ2ηi,j)2 (7.4)Chapter 7 Re-organising the DDLS Peer Network 131
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FIGURE 7.9: Average Reduction in Hops to Achieve the Maximum Recall with NESR
that a peer network with an updating rate greater than 20% suffers from a negative aver-
age reduction in hops to achieve the maximum recall with EDFSR. However, Figure 7.9
demonstrates that NESR can boost the threshold up to 40%3.
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FIGURE 7.10: Average Maximum Recall and Average Broadcast Rate with NESR
Figure 7.10 illustrates the average maximum recall and the average broadcast rate
3The average change of all metrics introduced by different re-organisation techniques is of particular
concern. Hence, using different network topologies in simulation on EDFSR and NESR is allowed.Chapter 7 Re-organising the DDLS Peer Network 134
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FIGURE 7.13: Average Number of Hops to Achieve the Maximum Recall with
EDFSR, h = 50, f(m) = e− m
500
A series of simulation was carried out to investigate the gains in performance
resulting from applying the virtual overlap to both EDFSR and NESR. Section 6.5.3
presents three metrics: hops, recall and broadcast rate, from which the essential com-
ponents in the utility function deﬁned below to estimate the gains are derived.
utility = ∆h − ∆r + ∆b (7.5)
where r represents the average maximum recall, h the average number of hops to
achieve the maximum recall, b the average broadcast rate and ∆ denotes the decreaseChapter 7 Re-organising the DDLS Peer Network 135
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FIGURE 7.14: Average Broadcast Rate with EDFSR, h = 50, f(m) = e− m
500
of any variable. Because the metrics are different, a normalisation process should be
applied to the variables which maps the value of the variables onto an interval, such as
[0,1].
Figure 7.12 shows the average maximum recall achieved by EDFSR which con-
siders the virtual overlap, and by EDFSR which does not. It is not signiﬁcant that
re-organisation with the virtual overlap outperforms that without virtual overlap in most
cases. Nonetheless, with κ1 : κ2 = 1 : 0, i.e. considering only the impact of query
history on re-organisation, an increase of the average maximum recall is observed with
various updating rates when EDFSR takes into account the virtual overlap. In addition,Chapter 7 Re-organising the DDLS Peer Network 136
a signiﬁcant increase can be seen in the average number of hops to achieve the max-
imum recall by EDFSR that uses the virtual overlap (see Figure 7.13). Though this
increase is not desirable in terms of utility, the latter can be compensated to some extent
by the decrease in the average broadcast rate, see Figure 7.14. This phenomenon is
explained as follows.
Pi
Pj
Pk
Pl
Pm
Pi
Pj
Pk
Pl
Pm
(a) (b)
FIGURE 7.15: Re-organisation Leads to the Same Clustering but Distinct Topologies
Through clustering peers that share related topics may participate in the same clus-
ter4, i.e. they are more similar to each other than they are to others outside the cluster.
However, it is difﬁcult to maintain the shortest distance (in terms of hops) between
peers. For instance, suppose pi has four neighbours: pj, pk, pl and pm. Sub-ﬁgure (a)
in Figure 7.15 shows the best case in which the minimum average number of hops ((1
+ 1 + 1 + 1) / 4 = 1) is achieved when pi discovers targets from all of its neighbours.
Sub-ﬁgure (b) in the same ﬁgure demonstrates the worst case, after re-organisation, in
which it costs a query from pi the maximum average number of hops ((1 + 2 + 3 + 4) / 4
= 2.5) to locate all targets from pi’s neighbours, pi’s neighbours’ neighbours, etc. This
example indicates that, although re-organisation is able to group peers into appropriate
clusters, it does not guarantee the minimum average number of hops to achieve a certain
level of recall. Recalling that Equation 7.5 shows, with a certain level of the variation
of recall, the gains from re-organisation can also be achieved through maximising ∆b5.
This has been accomplished and demonstrated by EDFSR using the virtual overlap, see
Figure 7.14.
4Due to the cardinality of the topics that peers possess, each of them may belong to more than one
cluster at a time.
5∆b denotes the decrease of the average broadcast rate.Chapter 7 Re-organising the DDLS Peer Network 138
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FIGURE 7.17: Average Number of Hops to Achieve the Maximum Recall with NESR,
h = 50
By changing the updating rate in the simulation with various conditions, it was
found, typically, that the greater the updating rate, the more the performance of resource
discovery (except the average broadcast rate) deteriorates. This situation can be partly
ameliorated by reducing the capacity of query history. Essentially, this translates to
decreasing the time interval during which queries are captured. As a consequence, the
updating rate will potentially be lower.
To reinforce the principle of the semantic search algorithm to achieve a better per-
formance (a lower average broadcast rate in particular), the virtual overlap was intro-
duced in both EDFSR and NESR. When taking into account the virtual overlap, bothChapter 7 Re-organising the DDLS Peer Network 145
The efﬁciency of both proposed re-organisation techniques (EDFSR and NESR)
has been evaluated and conﬁrmed through a series of simulations in which hops, recall
and broadcast rate were utilised as metrics. The main ﬁndings of simulation on both
techniques are similar in pattern, and are summarised together as follows.
1. The more peers that conduct an update, the more hops are needed in search of all
targets.
2. The impact from query history is predominant in reducing the number of hops to
achieve the maximum recall when the updating rate is relatively low (not more
than 20% with EDFSR and 40% with NESR). However, as the updating rate in-
creases (more than 20% with EDFSR and 40% with NESR), the overlap informa-
tion becomes more inﬂuential on the reduction in the number of hops than query
history. If excessive peers (more than 20% with EDFSR and 40% with NESR)
carry out updates over a time interval during which queries used by EDFSR or
NESR are captured, re-organisation may not necessarily lead to a better perfor-
mance (except the reduced broadcast rate).
3. One peer network with a higher updating rate (such as 60%) incurs the lower level
of the maximum recall, the greater number of hops to achieve the maximum recall
and the lower level of broadcast rate than another with a lower updating rate (such
as 5%, 10% and 30%).
Simulation has demonstrated, see ﬁnding 2, that the exponential decay function,
compared to the naive estimator, is applicable to a relatively less dynamic peer network.
Nonetheless, it should be pointed out that the simulation has adopted a Zipf’s distribu-
tion for query topics, a pattern widely observed in large scale distributed systems such
as the Web and Gnutella. This is typically a generalisation of query distribution over the
course of days or even months. However, it does not capture any time related feature
of queries, such as during which period a certain query has been the most popular one.
This explains why the Zipf’s distribution of query topics favours NESR. The real poten-
tial of EDFSR will only be fully exploited when work has been carried out to examine
the typical pattern of query topics in OHSs in terms of a combination of both recency
and frequency. Moreover, the same ﬁnding shows that, due to the unpredictable dynam-
ics of the network at the construction stage, re-organisation techniques should not be
applied. Therefore, it is reasonable for peers to randomly choose neighbours when the
peer network is initially established.
This work also advocates measuring the increase of the resource discovery perfor-
mance resulting from re-organisation through a combination of the metrics deﬁned inChapter 8 Conclusions and Future Work 148
quiries against distributed sets of linkbases, the DLS has demonstrated its support for
supplying links that refer to concrete resources, rather than directly transferring the
resources. This fundamental feature qualiﬁes the DLS for the paradigm of resource
sharing in collaboration, but mechanisms that enable efﬁcient resource publishing and
discovery are still missing to make cooperation in an ad hoc environment a reality. The
main objective of this work was to explore how the DLS approach could be augmented
to continuously function in an environment, as depicted by the scenario, in which dis-
tributed resources were available for sharing. To achieve this goal, a number of issues
were identiﬁed in Section 1.3.
One of these issues relates to addressing resource description and maintenance so
as to beneﬁt resource discovery in a distributed environment characterising different
degrees of decentralisation of control. Section 4.4.1 and Section 6.3.2 respectively dis-
cussedtheuseoftheXMLmodelandthatoftheRDFmodeltodescriberesourcesandto
encodetheinformationaboutresourcesatlinkandlinkbaselevels. Describingresources
at the link level supports a ﬁner grained search, whereas using associated concepts to
describeresourcesatthelinkbaselevelhasbeenrecognisedmorefeasiblebecauseofthe
need for a semantic search to locate conceptually related resources2. Through an exam-
ination of the requirements for resource discovery in the DDLS (see Section 5.4.1), the
semantic search was identiﬁed as an essential and indispensable mechanism, and a com-
parison between the XML model and the RDF model further revealed the possibility of
realising the semantic search that the RDF model would enable (see Section 6.3.2).
Unlike others in the P2P community, this work urged an approach to resource
discovery in an unstructured P2P system that should take into account the semantic re-
lationship between resources and form an overlay on top of the relationship to facilitate
discovery. The way the semantic overlay in the DDLS is constructed enables peers to
obtain information about related resources hosted by neighbours, thus facilitating query
forwarding. This work on the semantic search in an unstructured P2P system differs
from others in the sense that its applicability is not restricted to a speciﬁc domain as in
(Crespo and Garcia-Molina 2002b). The enabling techniques, such as ontologies and
inference logic, can empower the DDLS semantic search to satisfy users by extending
potential targets from resources syntactically the same to those conceptually related.
This work was further driven in pursuit of techniques that can enhance the per-
formance of resource discovery. The potential approach, re-organisation of the peer
network, is considered feasible . This is because the network topology and the loca-
tion of resources should not be precisely determined and correlated with each other in
2Althoughresourcedescriptionandresourcediscoverybasedonthesemanticsearchcanbeperformed
at the link level, doing so will inevitably deteriorate the scalability of the DDLS.Chapter 8 Conclusions and Future Work 152
model which empowers resource sharing collaboration among a community of people
with similar knowledge background. Unlike any other work in the P2P community, this
research identiﬁed the features of the DDLS from the point of view of open hyperme-
dia, and pointed out that the unstructured P2P model was more suitable for the DDLS
than the centralised P2P model in an ad hoc environment. Meanwhile, unlike any other
work in the open hypermedia community, this research developed, in response to an
unstructured P2P paradigm, a series of mechanisms to facilitate resource discovery.
This research has been undertaken in the particular context of P2P link server sys-
tems, and the author believes that the following two aspects will warrant long term
investigation in pursuit of enhancing different kinds of OHSs with the full potential of
the P2P paradigm. The ﬁrst involves the attitude towards selecting (reusing) or devel-
oping the proper P2P technologies for the OHS in question, while the second advocates
the use of other state-of-the-art technologies from associated disciplines.
Recently, research in the P2P community has advanced technologies to satisfy the
requirements for P2P systems of distinct architectures. Some technologies can be di-
rectly applied to P2P open hypermedia. For instance, Lukka and Fallenstein (2002)
utilised Freenet-like GUIDs for the location and retrieval of blocks of media content
for implementing the Xanadu model. Their approach was successful because DHTs
offer an efﬁcient and scalable solution to keyword-based search queries. Whereas, de-
signers of other systems, the DDLS for example, prefer semantic search queries which
are intended to discover semantically related resources. This makes any existing P2P
approach less applicable. Therefore, this work concentrated on developing new mecha-
nisms to accommodate the requirement. Little other work in this area includes the hier-
archy of resemblance (HR) search (Larsen and Bouvin 2004). The HR search relied on
a hierarchy data structure in which peers were ranked according to the previous search
results. The well-known random walk technique was adopted to facilitate searching
the hierarchy for distributed hypermedia structures. These examples demonstrate that,
although advanced P2P technologies are available for direct use, analysing the features
of and requirements for the target OHS to discover the potential of developing more
applicable, relevant and efﬁcient alternatives, is always of paramount importance. The
author also envisions the combination of distinct P2P technologies in an OHS wherever
necessary.
This research has demonstrated the feasibility and potential of utilising technolo-
gies from multiple disciplines in implementing a P2P OHS. However, it assumed the
existence of some non-trivial mechanisms, such as the one responsible for identifying
the semantic relationship between resources and another that conducts service discov-Chapter 8 Conclusions and Future Work 153
ery. The former can be accomplished by using ontologies as described in Section 8.2.1,
while the latter may utilise technologies from Grid research in which service discovery
is among the most active research topics. The author believes that successfully address-
ing such issues in the context of OHSs will also enlighten and facilitate P2P research.